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RESEARCH

The goal of many investors is to improve the sustainability 
profile of their portfolios without straying too much from 
a market-cap weighted benchmark. In other words, they 
want to maximize their sustainability exposure while limiting 
active risk.

The first step towards building such a portfolio or index is typically to exclude 
certain categories of companies that are deemed to be undesirable from an 
ethics or sustainability standpoint, such as those that produce controversial 
weapons or are involved in the tobacco business. Following the exclusions, the 
remaining components are reweighted, often by scaling their initial weights 
back to a total of 100%. Although this is considered an initial, or basic, ESG 
exclusion strategy, it already introduces tracking error compared to the 
benchmark.

We believe we can improve on this commonly applied methodology. We have 
found that using an optimizer to drive the weights in the first step can lead 
to a substantial decrease in active risk, freeing up more of the risk budget to 
be allocated to the sustainability metric(s) desired and making the optimized 
sustainability index more suitable as a replacement for a market cap-weighted 
benchmark.

We also found that using the optimizer in backtesting produces a more 
consistent stream of active returns and lower realized tracking error than just 
reweighting the included stocks. The lower tracking error provides greater 
assurance that the portfolio return will be closer to that of the underlying 
market. Core benchmarks typically have a long history of returns that one can 
use in asset allocation decisions. If the tracking error in an optimized portfolio 
is considerably lower, the manager can allocate more to the sustainable version 
of the benchmark.

Use of the optimizer, in conjunction with a risk model, recognizes that 
individual risk factors such as industries or style factors are correlated with 
other such factors, and that diversification can therefore be improved by 
taking advantage of these correlations. Typical exclusions often introduce 
tracking error through tilts towards or away from risk factors. Replacing 
excluded stocks, either with highly correlated securities with the same factor 
characteristics or with or securities in correlated factors, mitigates this.

INTRODUCTION

1 See Fund Exclusion Rule Has Lawyers Sounding Alarm: ESG Regulation - Bloomberg.
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In the following example, we demonstrate the advantage of optimization 
in this scenario starting with the STOXX Developed World Index, a broad 
index of developed market stocks, as the parent index. We then apply four 
initial screens that are typically used when building portfolios or indices 
which are intended to be defined as sustainable. The data was sourced from 
Sustainalytics (as of December 31, 2022, but in practice most of the exclusions 
remain constant across time):

• No tobacco involvement

• No controversial weapons

• No highly controversial assets, and

• No UNGC non-compliant assets

We then created two portfolios: one that simply reweighted the remaining 
names (“Exclusions Only portfolio”) and another that used the Axioma 
optimizer and an Axioma worldwide risk model2 to minimize tracking error 
to the STOXX Developed World Index while disallowing the exclusions 
(“Optimized portfolio”).

In our test case, the Optimized portfolio had just 18 basis points of predicted 
active risk, compared with 29 basis points for the Exclusions Only version 
(Figure 1). The Optimized portfolio contained slightly fewer names than the 
Exclusions Only variant and its overall weight was only slightly less than that 
of the parent index (Figure 2). These differences were small considering the 
improvement in active risk.

Figure 1: Tracking error

Sources: Sustainalytics, Axioma Portfolio Optimizer, Axioma Worldwide Equity Factor Risk Model - Fundamental, Medium-Horizon
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2 The WW4 medium-horizon fundamental variant.

https://www.simcorp.com/solutions/point-solutions/axioma-portfolio-optimizer
https://www.simcorp.com/solutions/point-solutions/axioma-portfolio-optimizer
https://www.simcorp.com/solutions/point-solutions/axioma-factor-risk-models
https://www.simcorp.com/solutions/point-solutions/axioma-factor-risk-models
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Figure 2: Percentage of benchmark names and index weight in portfolio

Sources: Sustainalytics, Axioma Portfolio Optimizer, Axioma Worldwide Equity Factor Risk Model - Fundamental, Medium-Horizon

Next, we will explore why we are able to achieve a lower tracking error and why 
the Optimized portfolio ends up with fewer names and a lower parent index 
weight.

Controversial weapons form part of Aerospace & Defense (although this 
industry also includes names that do not produce controversial weapons). 
Many risk model components, most notably Energy Equipment & Services and 
Oil, Gas & Consumable Fuels, are highly correlated with Aerospace & Defense 
(Figure 3). As a result, these correlations can be seen as “risk substitutes” for 
the disallowed names3.

Similarly, a number of risk model factors (mainly industries, but also some 
countries, currencies and style factors) are also highly correlated with the 
Tobacco factor (Figure 4).
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3 However, in practice these two industries may not pass the other sustainability criteria used later in the process.
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Figure 3:  The 20 factors with the highest correlation to  
Aerospace & Defense

Sources: Sustainalytics, Axioma Portfolio Optimizer, Axioma Worldwide Equity Factor Risk Model - Fundamental, Medium-Horizon
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Figure 4:  The 20 factors with the highest correlation to Tobacco

Sources: Sustainalytics, Axioma Portfolio Optimizer, Axioma Worldwide Equity Factor Risk Model - Fundamental, Medium-Horizon
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As a result, the Optimized portfolio has smaller exposures (both positive and 
negative) to many of these risk factors compared with the Exclusions Only 
portfolio.
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Figure 5 shows the active exposures to a number of risk model factors. The 
biggest difference in our two portfolios was in the exposure to Aerospace & 
Defense, but note that the underweight in the industry was much smaller for 
the Optimized portfolio. The Exclusions Only portfolio merely excluded the 
relevant names and reweighted the rest, whereas the Optimized portfolio 
was able to hold a higher weight in these companies (and hence be less 
underweight), since the risk was offset by other holdings. Also, whereas 
the Exclusions Only portfolio was overweight Oil, Gas & Consumable Fuels, 
the optimizer mitigated some of that exposure (giving less weight to those 
names) and hence reduced their inherent risk. A look at the contribution to 
active variance taking factor covariances into account (Figure 6) shows that 
Aerospace & Defense contributes far less to risk in the Optimized portfolio. 
This also applies to every other risk factor.

Since the Optimized portfolio was not allowed to hold any Tobacco names, it 
had to offset that risk (most notably with an overweight in the Food Products 
industry) while maintaining its underweight Tobacco position. Tobacco’s 
contribution to active risk was also cut by more than half.

Style factor exposures are also interesting. The Exclusions Only portfolio had 
a significant underweight in Medium-Term Momentum, which also introduced 
added active risk, whereas the Optimized version was able to reduce the 
negative bet. It was also able to offset it with a small overweight to Value, 
which is negatively correlated with Momentum. 

As to why we end up with slightly fewer names and less weight, we should also 
note that the optimizer’s goal is to minimize active risk relative to the parent 
benchmark. In line with this, it may find that certain individual stocks are so 
volatile, or so highly correlated with other names, that it chooses not to include 
them so as not to increase active risk.

Figure 5:  Active exposures

Sources: Sustainalytics, Axioma Portfolio Optimizer, Axioma Worldwide Equity Factor Risk Model - Fundamental, Medium-Horizon
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When we aggregate our risk exposures, common factor risk is reduced to 
almost zero, as the optimizer relies on correlations between factors to minimize 
risk (Figure 7). This contrasts sharply with the Exclusions Only portfolio, which 
simply reweights the included stocks. Also, while the specific risk is roughly 
the same in both portfolio variants, it accounts for a much higher proportion of 
the lower total level of active risk in the Optimized version. This is exactly what 
we would expect from a process that merely eliminates certain names.

Figure 6:  Active exposures

Sources: Sustainalytics, Axioma Portfolio Optimizer, Axioma Worldwide Equity Factor Risk Model - Fundamental, Medium-Horizon

Figure 7: Contribution to active variance by group

Sources: Sustainalytics, Axioma Portfolio Optimizer, Axioma Worldwide Equity Factor Risk Model - Fundamental, Medium-Horizon

Note: Total active risk is the sum of the active common factor risk and the 
specific active risk. Total common factor risk is the sum of risk from the 
Market, Country, Currency, Industry and Style factors. When performing this 
calculation, we distribute the covariance between the factors so that their risks 
are additive.
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Our point-in-time analysis illustrates the benefits of optimization. What is 
more, backtesting can help show not only that is predicted tracking error 
reduced for the Optimized portfolio as just demonstrated, but also that realized 
tracking error is consistently lower. We constructed quarterly portfolios for 
this set of tests from March 2020 through December 2022. Our goal was not 
to show that one particular methodology produces better returns (in practice 
sometimes one and sometimes the other does), but rather to highlight the 
consistency of the active returns – and therefore the lower realized tracking 
error – produced using optimization.

Figure 8 shows the cumulative active return of our two portfolios as defined 
in our point-in-time test. In this case, the Exclusions Only portfolio realized 
a higher active return over our short test period, but the variability was 
much greater. In Figure 9, we added two further exclusion screens based 
on Sustainalytics data and then ran the same tests. On the left we show 
the test excluding companies involved in producing Thermal Coal (another 
common screen for sustainability portfolios), while on the right we excluded all 
companies with Oil & Gas involvement (this often results from typical screens 
to reduce or eliminate carbon emissions). The returns pattern for the no-coal 
portfolio looks similar to that for our base case but has a much greater tracking 
error. Eliminating Oil & Gas initially produced a higher return for the Exclusions 
Only portfolio. By contrast, after oil prices started to decline in mid-2022 the 
Optimized portfolio, which was able to offset some of that industry risk, started 
to outperform. The key in all these cases, however, is that the active return 
stream for the Optimized portfolio was much more consistent.

Overall, realized tracking error was much lower for the various versions of the 
Optimized portfolio than for the Exclusions Only alternative (Figure 10).

Figure 8:  Cumulative active return

Sources: Sustainalytics, Axioma Portfolio Optimizer, Axioma Worldwide Equity Factor Risk Model - Fundamental, Medium-Horizon
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Figure 9:  Cumulative active return plus additional exclusions

Sources: Sustainalytics, Axioma Portfolio Optimizer, Axioma Worldwide Equity Factor Risk Model - Fundamental, Medium-Horizon

Figure 10: Realized tracking errors

Sources: Sustainalytics, Axioma Portfolio Optimizer, Axioma Worldwide Equity Factor Risk Model - Fundamental, Medium-Horizon
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Investors targeting sustainability (or any other) goals often want to do so 
without taking on a lot of extra risk relative to the broad market. Regulation 
frequently requires a strict set of exclusions before any portfolio can be called 
sustainable. Therefore, the starting point for many portfolio or index managers 
is often an index that takes these exclusions into account. In this paper, we 
have attempted to show that we can use an optimizer and a risk model to take 
advantage of the relationship between excluded and allowable names and 
hence reduce active risk. Admittedly, the differences in predicted tracking 
error may seem small in this example. However, more criteria will be excluded 
and potential deviations from the parent benchmark become get larger as 
regulation increases. This means that minimizing active risk will become more 
and more important going forward.

Of course, excluding companies with specific characteristics is often only a 
first step. After considering exclusions, the next step for many managers is 
to choose other sustainability metrics that they should avoid or tilt toward, 
thereby creating a portfolio with the desired characteristics. Reducing active 
risk from the start can free up the risk budget, which can then be used on bets 
that are expected to pay off in terms of better sustainability exposures, better 
returns, or both.

RESEARCH
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SimCorp offers industry-leading, front-to-back investment management 
solutions.

Our platform and ecosystem, comprising partners, services, and third-party 
connectivity empowers us to provide 40% of the world’s top 100 financial 
companies with the efficiency and flexibility needed to succeed.

With over 25 offices around the world, and 2,200 employees, we are a 
truly global, collaborative team that connects every continent and industry 
seamlessly.

The Axioma analytics suite by SimCorp provides investment management 
solutions to a global client base, including asset managers, asset owners, 
hedge funds, wealth managers and sell-side firms.

For more information, please visit www.simcorp.com.

The contents of this publication are for general information and illustrative 
purposes only and are used at the reader’s own risk. SimCorp uses all 
reasonable endeavors to ensure the accuracy of the information. However, 
SimCorp does not guarantee or warrant the accuracy, completeness, factual 
correctness, or reliability of any information in this publication and does not 
accept liability for errors, omissions, inaccuracies, or typographical errors. The 
views and opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily those 
of SimCorp. © 2024 SimCorp A/S. All rights reserved. Without limiting rights 
under copyright, no part of this document may be reproduced, stored in, or 
introduced into a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form, by any means 
(electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise), or for any 
purpose without the express written permission of SimCorp A/S. SimCorp, 
the SimCorp logo, SimCorp Dimension, and SimCorp Services are either 
registered trademarks or trademarks of SimCorp A/S in Denmark and/or other 
countries. Refer to www.simcorp.com/trademarks for a full list of SimCorp A/S 
trademarks. Other trademarks referred to in this document are the property of 
their respective owners.
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